
From: Gary S Gevisser  

Sent: Friday, March 28, 2008 4:58 PM 

To: Adam L Tucker - http://www.nextraterrestrial.com/pdf/Microsoft%20Word%20-%20atucker-

sidebarjrk.pdf 

Cc: rest; Tefo Mohapi; Augusto Benito Vargis 

Subject: WAKE UP - clean 

 

We wanted you to have it read as follows: 

 

“$ hit list” [Sic]? 
 

And just for section that reads “hit list” to graduate “back and forth” between big 
and small, just like you have something similar on next…trial with those opening 
graphics. 
 
This photo below should “wake you up” 



 
It is taken out of the book titled THE CHURHILL YEARS 1874-1965 that was 
published in 1965 at the height of the De Beers-Anglo American Cartel’s 
empire. 
 
Not to mention Aristotle Onassis had people such as my Royal Mater-
Mother “protecting” people like Jackie O from the media who couldn’t just 
take a photo and get published in order to leave no doubt who exactly 
ruled the high seas. 
 
There are in fact very few colored photos in this very heavy black and 
while “photo-biography” of Churchill who was would know fought in the 
Anglo Boer War, was captured by Smuts’ Boers but escaped to a hero’s 
welcome. 
 



In May 1917 during a secret session Field Marshall Jan Smuts played a 
significant hand in “saving the bacon” of Winston Churchill when he 
supported Churchill being appointed Minister of Munitions; not to mention 
that following the debacle of the Dardannelles were in one single day, 
March 18th, 1915 five Allied battleships were lost, Churchill was forced to 
resign as Admiral of the British Navy. 
 
To mention little of you recalling Smuts was at first the right hand person 
of Cecil Rhodes, founder of De Beers who when he couldn’t convince Smuts 
of the merits of his “Secret Society” went to war with Smuts’ who 
pioneered and perfected guerrella warfare in what we know as the 
American J.P. Morgan-Chase financed Anglo Boer War of 1899-1902 where 
Churchill and his cohorts only managed to defeat Smuts not on the 
battlefields but placing old men, women and children of the Boers-Farmers 
in concentration camps where some 20,000 of them starved to death; not 
to mention that Black South Africans who didn’t “figure in” to this all about 
stealing South Africa’s rich mineral resources beginning with gold, also lost 
some 10,000 of their own in Concentration Camps. 
 
Below is the one and only photo of Smuts in this 264 page book, seated to 
the far right Churchill who you recall during World War II “saw fit” to have 
Smuts as his second-in-command and was able to see all the intrigue and 
treachery that was going beginning and ending with De Beers having fully 
infiltrated the Diamond Committee made up of the top ranking officers of 
the De Beers Anglo American Cartel. 
 

 
 

From: Adam L Tucker [mailto:adam@just3ants.com]  
Sent: Friday, March 28, 2008 3:56 PM 
To: 'Gary S Gevisser' 
Subject: RE: CLEAN DRINKING WATER - EMOTIONS EMPTY - MONSTER FIGHTS YOUR WARS FOR YOU 
- BREAKS HER HEART - PAUSE - MESSY-HAM - BLACK AND WHITERE: Quentin Peel/LONDON/FINANCIAL 
TIMES is out of the office. 



 
http://www.just3ants.com/  
 

 
From: Gary S Gevisser [mailto:gevisser@sbcglobal.net]  
Sent: Friday, March 28, 2008 2:02 PM 
To: Matt Savinar - LifeAfterTheOilCrash.com - Very talkative Talking Head - Crude Awakening 
Cc: saul@jpost.com 
Subject: CLEAN DRINKING WATER - EMOTIONS EMPTY - MONSTER FIGHTS YOUR WARS FOR YOU - 
BREAKS HER HEART - PAUSE - MESSY-HAM - BLACK AND WHITERE: Quentin Peel/LONDON/FINANCIAL 
TIMES is out of the office. 
 

What bothers you more, world peace or my 

“$ hit list” [Sic]? 
 

Sidebar to Adam L. Tucker: Make just 7 letters “hit list” on the 

homepage of www.just3ants.com graduate from tiny to big flashing! 
 

From: Gary S Gevisser 

Sent: Friday, March 28, 2008 12:26 PM PT 

To: fanmail@davematthewsband.com 

Cc: rest; Augusto Benito Vargis; editorial.assistantnewsroom@ft.com; GOP – NOS; Moses Kgosana - 

Chairman KPMG - South AFrica; Mosiuoa Gerard Patrick Lekota - South Africa Minister of Defense; 

nbcolympicsfeedback@nbcuni.com; poetry@newyorker.com; Dr. Rod Smith - Waterstrategist.com; 

Rainwaters; Laurie Black - Strategic Partners with Southwest Strategies, Steve Alexander Group,; 
Derrick.Beare@Investec.co.uk; Dr. Jonathan "Trouble Bubble" Beare; Jonny Gevisser; Joyce Kwan - 
nuzeds@tt.mit.edu; Peter Evans -Author of NEMESIS, c/o Harper Collins; Gerard Arpey - American 
Airlines - President and Chief Operating Officer; Michael Berlin Esq. - Office of Attorney General; Guy De 
Chazal - Partner Morgan Stanley; mail@charlottestreetfilms.com; Sarah Sim - Prince News, Princeton 

University; proadmexico@hotmail.com; problems@deardeidre.org; probono@law.harvard.edu; 

programming@kfi640.com; editors@jpost.com; editor@shanghaidaily.com; South China Morning Post; 

Tefo Mohapi; President@whitehouse.gov 

Subject: BREAKS HER HEART - PAUSE - MESSY-HAM - BLACK AND WHITERE: Quentin 

Peel/LONDON/FINANCIAL TIMES is out of the office. 

 

Dave, my master of so many trades French-Canadian wife but most expert in oil painting, prays to God 

almost every night before falling asleep that her professor of professors Sebastian Capella will outlive 

her all the while imparting at Light-G-d-speed his godly innate talent and knowledge, let alone 

execution of the world’s greatest paintings that so extraordinarily few people can even begin to 

appreciate but that too is changing as you now consider before the world ends writing music to Marie 

Dion Gevisser’s profound ageless, like her, words:  

 

Lack of knowledge–information-light-power, power to change the world stems from humans 

being lazy and fearful from embracing the truth. 

 



The truth is too disrupting for some people too busy keeping track of all their lies from day one. 

 

The lack of knowledge-light is betrayed by their silence regarding questions Gary pose…  

 
MDG and I are listening to your music-words while deciding in the event of our passing to gift back to 

Sebastian Capella his masterpieces we are so fortunate to enjoy each and every moment of the day 

and night that help us dream of a world empty of “lost souls” and when his time comes to join us once 

again to gift them to a museum to be built only when there are no military, not a single policeman, 

just responsible people smart enough to figure it all out beginning with sharing. 

 

Now listening to, “look at how she listens - she just goes stumbling through her memories –gray - 

Breaks her heart - I am going to take you to the top of the mountain -I am going to take you down.. 

what I need is all around me – you could just keep me floating” 

 

Gold trading at US$932 

 

[Word count 290] 

 

http://www.nextraterrestrial.com/pdf/risk%20assessment.htm 

_____________________________________________- 

From: Gary S Gevisser 
Sent: Wednesday, March 19, 2008 9:29 AM 
To: Tefo Mohapi 
Subject: problem and solution 
 
I want to run by you “the problem and the solution”. 

 

Everyone hides behind something going back to when the Emperors/Kings and Queens ruled 

behind big castle walls offering protection to the serfs in times of need and in exchange the serfs 

worked the land. 

 

Everyone wants something whether it is the Kings and Queens enjoying the power of ruling all 

the while not having to break a sweat unless worried about insurrection, a member of the Royal 

family not caring for the totem pole arrangement. 

 

Once everyone gets their white picket fence around the land that was dished out by the ruling 

elite to those who did their bidding then they begin to hide but it doesn’t change the fact that 

each one of us has wants. 

 

For you to get a report done you may have to go to a total stranger who has their wants 

beginning with the fact that they may not have their white picket fence yet or for that matter a 

piece of land stolen by brute force by the ruling elite, in fact that person may live in an ugly high 

rise building on the banks of the Yangtze river. 

 

That person may provide you with a solution to your problem but you cannot provide them with 

a solution to wanting both their own land and white picket fence and then there is that BMW 

that should be garaged. 

 



So you hide in not sharing your knowledge of how come that person is so poor by simply not 

responding to their questions all the while having got help from that person in getting your 

report done. 

 

That person may have, however, an internet connection much faster and more reliable than you 

and that person may in fact speak as good an English as you and to top it off that person may 

know much more about English literature than you and me combined. 

 

I ran across such a person in China who was one of the first students to go to university after the 

end of the cultural revolution but because he didn’t have the math skills he had to opt for 

studying English literature. 

 

Helping Philip “rise to the top” was that he was an excellent runner. 

 

People who “live to learn” listen much better than people who hide by choosing either not to 

read my highly informative emails or being very selective believing that they have the “excuse” 

of saying “I don’t read your emails so how would I have known!” 

 

Everybody wants something and unless one is willing to be a hermit and has a sufficient large 

and reliable Trust-Hush-Fund stashed away for a rainy day there is simply no way to escape 

using the internet, especially email. 

 

What do you think? 

 

____________________ 

From: Tefo Mohapi  
Sent: Thursday, March 27, 2008 11:30 PM 
To: Adam L Tucker 
Cc: Gary S Gevisser; gsg@sellnext.com 
Subject: Re: FW: Please watch these short videos 
 

Kgotso not Kogotso. 

  

I feel the ground swelling...I have been feeling it for some time. 

  

It all boils down to a few simple points: 

  

* Paper money is worthless, always has been, always will be. 

* You cant run a country on faith and trust (especially the economy). Leave that to the 

churches/synagogues/mosques, thats what they sell. 

  

Don't have much time right now but all I can say is be smart and disciplined and very soon you 

will be able to snatch up land (with water) for next to nothing as the traders and brokers jump 

out of the windows at NYMEX, NASDAQ and NYSE. 

  

The question really is: 



"If you are healthy, eat at least three healthy meals a day, have a safe place to sleep, are sane 

and have access to clean drinking water as well as clothes to cover your body - what do you 

really need worthless pieces of paper for (especially if you are hoarding them)? 

  

Picture this, a greedy Zimbabwean billionaire about 20 years back decides to hang onto every bit 

of Zimbabwean dollar - Z$ - he can lay his greedy hands on. Hypothetically, lets say he has 

buddies in parliament who keep convincing him 20 years later that things will be fine in Zim. All 

of a sudden, he still is a billionaire but what's it worth if bread is now Z$20,000,000.00 as 

compared to Z$10.00? 

  

Compare this to a (poor) man with his own piece of land, growing some of his own veggies, wih 

access to clean water and able to sleep peacefully at night with a smile? Who is richer? Who will 

be the first to jump out the window? 

  

The (dumb) richer are getting poorer and (smart) poorer are about to get richer if they use their 

brains wisely." 

  

Lastly, I think everything should be priced in gold and silver, at least starting with agricultural 

commodities and other commodities. 

  

Shalom! 

  

P.S. The religious types fascinate me, was hearing arguments over Easter / Passover over Jesus' 

race. many claiming he was black. I was thinking to myself that I have never heard of  a black 

Jew born to two "white" Jewish parents. 

 

On Thu, Mar 20, 2008 at 5:41 PM, Adam L Tucker <adam@just3ants.com> wrote: 

Don't waste your time with what I forwarded you. Things are changing quickly here. I visoit the 
military discussion boards every couple of weeks and the posture of the soldiers are changing. 
People everywhere are speculating as to what caused the economy to collapse. 

  

My hope is that not unlike me, the masses of money-me-American's and the world alike wake up 
and fill the void left by their collapsed currency with truth. 

  

I have been waking up every one within my reach including the woman that cut my hair a few 
days ago; to the truth about the US and GB supporting SA 'Dr. Death' and his 
research/experiments to produce biological warfare that specifically targets black people. 

  

There is a ground swell of change forming… do you feel it? 



  

Kogotso! 

Adam 

  

P.S. I found this quote from one of the founding "fathers" of America… his words almost 
prophetic… 

  

"If the American People ever allow the banks to control the issuance of their currency, 

first by inflation and then by deflation, the banks and corporations that will grow up 

around them will deprive the people of all property until their children wake up homeless 

on the continent their fathers occupied. The issuing power of money should be taken 

from the bankers and restored to Congress and the people to whom it belongs. I sincerely 

believe the banking institutions having the issuing power of money are more dangerous 

to liberty than standing armies. 

We are completely saddled and bridled, and the bank is so firmly mounted on us that we 

must go where they ill guide. 

The dominion which the banking institutions have obtained over the minds of our 

citizens...must be broken, or it will break us." 

Thomas Jefferson (Letter to James Monroe, January 1, 1815) 

  

 

 

 

_________________________________ 

From: Gary S Gevisser  

Sent: Friday, March 28, 2008 11:46 AM PT 

To: ericswissphoto@gmail.com 

Cc: REST; Ernest Slotar Inc.; Stephen Cohen - Codiam Inc.; The Cow - BIG BEN aka The IT's writer; King 

Golden Jr. Esq.; 48hours@cbsnews.com; President@whitehouse.gov; Edward Jay Epstein - Author of The 

Diamond Invention; Eliot Spitzer - Former Governor of New York State - Former Attorney General of 

New York State - Linked to Prostitution Ring ; xjhankeyx@yahoo.com; Whitman Knapp Esq. - Office of 

Attorney General; William Clark - Petro Dollar Wars; Sternshow@howardstern.com; Steven Lee 

Parkinson - Mothercare - Middleast; Howard Schultz - Founder, Chairman and Global Strategist for 

Starbucks 

Subject: PAUSE - MESSY-HAM - BLACK AND WHITERE: Quentin Peel/LONDON/FINANCIAL TIMES is out of 

the office. 

 



Please note the edits-additions in green. 

 

______________________________________ 

From: Gary S Gevisser 
Sent: Friday, March 28, 2008 11:20 AM 
To: Eric Studer 
Cc: REST; Dr. John K. Pollard - JKPJKP@alum.mit.edu; editorial.assistantnewsroom@ft.com; Shunit; 
60m@cbsnews.com; Tefo Mohapi 
Subject: RE: BLACK AND WHITE - FW: Jacek Yerka: àåîðåú îãäéîä, ùåä öôéä 
 

How did you get on my list? 
 
Do you know if I blind copied you on what I sent earlier to Alida Smith, Senior 
Editorial Assistant, Financial Times? 
 
BTW, do you have any experience with a Mitsubishi flat screen monitor that keeps 
turning off and we have played with the “sleep” button but getting no satisfaction? I 
believe I took out a 3 year extended warranty. Could it be connected to the salt 
water air? 
 
Also By The Way, if you are interested in “standing in” for MDG and me at Shunit’s 
Purim party tomorrow just let her know. I don’t think she would have a problem 
with it. 
 
[Word count 109] 
________________________________________ 

 

From: Eric Studer [mailto:ericswissphoto@gmail.com]  
Sent: Friday, March 28, 2008 10:11 AM 
To: Gary S Gevisser 
Subject: Re: BLACK AND WHITE - FW: Jacek Yerka: àåîðåú îãäéîä, ùåä öôéä 
 
Gary, 

One more time take me off your list!!! 

 

Eric  

http://www.nextraterrestrial.com/pdf/Microsoft%20Word%20-%20shunit-blackandwhite.pdf 

 

 

From: Gary S Gevisser 
Sent: Friday, March 28, 2008 11:12 AM PT 
To: editorial.assistantnewsroom@ft.com 
Cc: rest; Office of the Israeli Defense Department Attache - Israeli Embassy 
Washington DC.; Tefo Mohapi; Adam L Tucker; martin.wolf@ft.com; Michael Strauss 
Esq. - International Monetary Fund; Mossad; Drew Faust - President of Harvard 
University; United States Justice Department; President@whitehouse.gov 
Subject: MESSY-HAM - RE: Quentin Peel/LONDON/FINANCIAL TIMES is out of the 
office. 
 



Alida, below is my most recent heavily broadcasted communiqué to the President of 
the United States. Currently, I am taking off several hours to work on updating 
my will where my French-Canadian wife, Marie Dion Gevisser is the sole 
beneficiary, but in the event of both our death or incapacitation, to make 
certain that people like Tefo and Adam are not "hamstrung"; not to mention that 
Tefo did in fact respond last evening to an email sent to him by Adam but not to 

my "problem-response" communiqué that pretty much says everything that needs to 

be said, hence no response from very aware and most brilliant Tefo who also 
doesn’t need to be reminded that God exists given how each breath he takes he 
knows it is nothing short of a miracle given the extraordinary forces of evil 
that exists within each of our households; to mention little of a photo I am 
looking at in a book lent to me by a fellow artist painter friend of my wife 
Marie Dion Gevisser titled, THE CHURCHILL YEARS 1874-1965, showing Winston 
Churchill seated amongst 3 other men including Field Marshall Smuts, at a Victory 
Parade in London, June, 1946; and you would know that on July 22nd 1946, the 
Irgun Jewish Underground exploded a most powerful bomb in the King David Hotel, 
Jerusalem; to mention in passing that not everyone in the world is aware that 
Smuts was not only second-in-command to Churchill during World Oil War II but he 
was a member of the deep underground Jewish Underground funneling intelligence 
beginning with De Beers having infiltrated the highest levels of both American 
and British intelligence, to David Ben Gurion, head of the Hagannah Jewish 
Underground movement headquartered in Jerusalem, Israel who had honored back in 
1932, naming a kibbutz after this greatest friend the Jewish people have known 
going back all the way to Jesus Christ who only sought to take on the corrupt 
Jewish priesthood who had sold out to corrupt business interests, so what’s new! 
- Now my wife mentioning to me as she walks semi-naked in the kitchen area of our 
studio cliff house perched atop the bluffs of heavily real estate and city 
council corrupt Del Mar, California, "What happened? Relapse!" following my 
having been messy once again with the peanut butter. 
 
 

 

From: Gary S Gevisser 
Sent: Friday, March 28, 2008 10:21 AM PT 
To: President@whitehouse.gov 
Cc: rest; Office of the Israeli Defense Department Attache - Israeli Embassy 
Washington DC.; sarale@ein-gedi.org.il; Devin Standard; Dr. John K. Pollard 
- JKPJKP@alum.mit.edu; Tefo Mohapi; Derrick.Beare@Investec.co.uk; Ron 
Bellows - Senior Risk Management specialist - AIG; Dr. Rodney Smith; 
Professor Rabbi Abner Weiss; Dr. Laura Family; Howard Schultz - Founder, 
Chairman and Global Strategist for Starbucks; Steven Lee Parkinson - 
Mothercare - Middleast; Molly H. Hubbard - Director of Development James 
A. Baker III Institute for Public Policy - JAB's law firm representing the House 
of Saud; Roger W. Robinson - "Busom buddy" of King Golden Jr. Esq. - 
Former Chairman U.S.-China Economic and Security Review Commission-
Protege of senior DAAC operative David Rockefellar - Chairman of Chase 
Manhattan Bank; Mary Valder - Trilateral Commission; King Golden Jr. Esq.; 
Deborah "Aggressive-Billions Nazi Slave Wage" Sturman Esq.; 
Sternshow@howardstern.com; Stedman; Thabo Mvuyelwa Mbeki - President 



of South Africa; Author-Journalist Mark Gevisser - son of David Gevisser, 
executor of American Charles Engelhard's estate; Larry King Live; Larry 
Neilson - President National Marketing; Larry Winokur - Baker Winokur 
Ryder; Laurie Black - Strategic Partners with Southwest Strategies, Steve 
Alexander Group,; Whitman Knapp Esq. - Office of Attorney General; Eliot 
Spitzer - Former Governor of New York State - Former Attorney General of 
New York State - Linked to Prostitution Ring ; Michael Berlin Esq. - Office of 
Attorney General; Michael Strauss Esq. - International Monetary Fund; 
Alfonso; Roy Essakow - Executive Marc Rich Holdings; Conrad Wolff; The 
Cow - BIG BEN aka The IT's writer; Augusto Benito Vargis; Shunit (E-mail); 
Trevor Manuel - South Africa's Minister of Finance; Mossad; Davide Azzini 
(sales@alternativedvd.com); Dr. Jonathan "Trouble Bubble" Beare; Alan M. 
Dershowitz - Harvard University Law School; tribe@law.harvard.edu; Jay 
McMichael - CNN photojournalist; Kenneth Standard Esq. -Immediate Past 
President of the New State Bar Association; Sargent Amanda Lopez - US 
Army Recruiter; Allie Meyer - WHY WE FIGHT!; Dr. Ruth; Rush Limbaugh; 
oreilly@foxnews.com; Oprah; Mossad 
Subject: PART IV - I AM READY FOR BREAKFAST 
 
Dear Mr. President, 
 
I could be back in the surf right now where the water is not quite as smooth 
as glass but a whole less choppy than last evening when my French-
Canadian wife instructed me, “Now go surfing” and in less than 5 minutes, 
some 4 and half to put on my wetsuit, fill up my camel backpack with water, 
and in 30 seconds I was in the water and within a couple of minutes my 
wave ski had hit me on the side of the head following a not all that large 
wave turning me over before I could strap myself in, instead I am devoting 
the next hour or so, all depends upon how long Marie Dion Gevisser sleeps in 
when I can now just imagine her all cheery eyed commanding, “I am ready 
for breakfast”, to helping you cope. 
 
http://www.nextraterrestrial.com/pdf/Microsoft%20Word%20-%20shunit-
blackandwhite.pdf 
 
You alone, when not of course taking care of my wife’s many needs, are the 
focus of my attention. 
 
How often do you think about the Dollar Hit list on just3ants.com? 
 
After you have exercised in the morning do you wonder as much as those on 
the “$ hit list” [sic] how long this nightmare is going to last or do you derive 
great satisfaction when seeing a documentary like “Born Rich” thinking that 
you are so much better, so very much “more in touch” than those Trust-
Hush-Fund kids just having fun with more wealth to play with than the 
average Trust-Hush-Fund kid like my wife’s “tTOo” [sic] kids from her first 
marriage to The IT who I wager is far more worried than you could possibly 



be even if the vast majority of the world believe you have the most blood of 
innocent victims on your hand. 
 
Remember, I have no hard evidence that you have ever read a word I say 
despite confirmation from folks like the FBI, Israeli Military Intelligence and 
the Mossad that they not only get my communications but they “get it”. 
 
The IT on the other hand has quite the “black and white” history as does his 
Cow; the same with Roy Essakow’s big buddy over there in Israel, Conrad 
Wolf. 
 
This bad wolf is another increasingly “lost soul” very concerned, and it is only 
partially due to the fact that he hasn’t taken any personal action against 
Starbucks for having kowtowed to their brutal Kuwaiti business partners who 
have threatened Starbucks with destroying Starbucks were they to open a 
single successful Starbucks in Israel. 
 
http://www.nextraterrestrial.com/pdf/ressakow-dig.htm 
 
Those great many of us Jewish who survived the Holocaust mostly, if given 
much thought these days by our smart and extraordinarily vengeful God, 
only look at the extraordinary numbers murdered in cold blood and when 
asked to think about how much better or worse their personal lives would be 
if those 6 million innocent not able to buy their way out of trouble, had 
survived and produced on average say 20, no let’s not be extreme, let’s say 
just one and a half, the mostly like thing you will hear is, “You are being 
extreme” before then bringing out their calculators to help them compute 
that in about 7 minutes from now all those 6 million would have bred 
themselves out of existence. 
 
Yes, all those Holocaust Memorial Museums all over the world providing jobs 
to succulents of all beliefs, the most dangerous of course those without any 
religious background who simply meditate in their own selfishness. 
 
People of all ages, religious, ethnicities, including those void of nothing but 
"love of money" who are the most in denial come up with any excuse that 
they can use at any given moment so as to distract from having to deal with 
the fact that they are all about “money, me”, period; and then focus all their 
energies on saying whatever they think they need to say to get what they 
want, inevitably showing their “true colors” that start with their “long faces” 
followed by increasing “deafening silences”. 
 
There is in fact nothing good to say about a “money cultured” society let 
alone one that has been so very brutal and so extraordinarily slow to 
embrace the merit system, all the while talking about how everyone wants to 
emulate our merit driven American lifestyle. 
 



My focus of attention apart from having you immediately suspend the trading 
of shares in public corporations thereby protecting the innocent and naïve 
from throwing good money after bad, all the while lining the pockets of those 
such as The IT who have stolen the most, is to have you withdraw all our 
troops from bases on 130 of the world’s 190 countries and at the same time 
call upon the Peoples Republic of China to fill any vacuum that might exist. 
 
Bear in mind that you cannot count on the State of Israel to continue 
propping up the Trust-Hush-Funds of people like The IT’s “tTOo” [sic] kids 
who continue to try convincing themselves that when they see say on 
just3ants.com disfigured American service people and very young Iraqi kids 
holding guns, that it is “extreme” to think that them just having fun living off 
their Trust-Funds has anything to do with either their laziness or selfishness 
and both. 
 
BTW, last night at sunset, 10 troop carrying Marine helicopters flew right 
close to the cliffs of Del Mar sending quite a message to the mostly rich 
residents that their monies are being well spent; such a show of force, of 
course, having no impact on people such as myself who know a little about 
how very easy it is to disrupt the confidence level of pilots who cannot trust 
their intelligence as well as why they are so very poorly paid. 
 
Dr. John K. Pollard Jr., as you would know, piped in last night with a video of 
a Mexican with a pickup truck stopping outside a deserted office building in 
downtown San Diego or it could have been Los Angeles or Wall Street for 
that matter, and began picking different “pencil pushers” for jobs back in 
Mexico and those getting this once in a lifetime opportunity to leave their 
families and travel over to Mexico to earn real money not propped up by the 
barrel of a gun given how Mexico has all the oil and water its hard working 
and non-aggressive peoples need, smiling from ear to ear sitting in the back 
of the pickup as those left behind showed their “long faces”. 
 
Dr. JKP is, however, mostly thinking of Tefo “getting it” when not thinking of 
how his two gang-banger grandsons are going to deal with him and his 
children for neglecting so very poorly when failing to inform them of all the 
knowledge Dr. JKP an alumnus of MIT and Cornell University has received 
courtesy of me about how he can afford to be so pompous and carefree. 
 
Dr. JKP et al may derive a moment’s satisfaction when I inform them that 
Tefo did not get back to me yesterday as he had committed but in the next 
instant Dr. JKP et al including The IT and all those whose formal education 
has interfered with their learning and not all of them on the “$ hit list” [sic], 
at least not yet, realize that not only may Tefo have a good reason including 
possibly being dead or incarcerated in a United States of America’s controlled 
prison in South Africa, but Tefo is just one of many independent thinkers in 
the world waking up to the truth beginning with how impossible it is to forget 
the hypocrisy of the United States Government given the arrival of the Digital 
Age. 



 
The overwhelming evidence I have already presented that talk to in great 
detail the crimes against humanity perpetrated in the name of the American 
Government by our elected and non-elected government officials simply 
cannot be willed away just because the rest of the world has not massed on 
our borders, at least not yet, which of course is not a prerequisite for US 
Americans invoking Articles II of the US Constitution. 
 
http://www.nextraterrestrial.com/pdf/Microsoft%20Word%20-%20philippe-
whotokill.pdf 
 
The Almighty Dollars rule is over, period. 
 
The fateful decision by President Franklin D. Roosevelt not to order the OSS 
[See Chapter 9, DIAMONDS FOR HITLER – The Diamond Invention], the 
forerunner of the CIA, to kill Ernest Oppenheimer and each and every official 
of De Beers who played a hand in the decision not to supply the United 
States with the industrial diamonds that De Beers had stolen from South 
Africa whose black masses had been enslaved courtesy of the overwhelming 
and superior military forces of the United States and British Government, is 
one of many points of triangulation. 
 
http://www.nextraterrestrial.com/pdf/Microsoft%20Word%20-%20scarlet-
love-life-enjoy.pdf 
 
Mr. Jeffrey R. Krinsk Esq. of Finkelstein & Krinsk continues to “pause”  
 
http://www.nextraterrestrial.com/pdf/Microsoft%20Word%20-%20atucker-
sidebarjrk.pdf 
 
following my response to his insensitivity, not only to Adam L. Tucker who 
suffers through no fault of his own from Crohn’s Disease, but to all the 
victims of the United States Government’s atrocities going back to the turn of 
the last century. 
 
http://www.nextraterrestrial.com/pdf/Microsoft%20Word%20-%20atucker-
kindspeech.pdf 
 
The Peoples Republic of Communist China know they cannot rely on getting 
their just compensation for the United States Government leading an 8 Allied 
Nations invasion of China in 1900 where troops stole everything including all 
of China’s gold that had been harvested and wasn’t nailed to the ground, 
from Chinese nationals like Lucy Lang living here in the United States who 
simply are too invested in the “status quo” to get over having backed the 
wrong horse. 
 
http://www.nextraterrestrial.com/pdf/Microsoft%20Word%20-%20lucy-
luscious.pdf 



 
I am still waiting for Devin Standard as well as Adam L. Tucker to provide me 
with their edits to my forthcoming communiqué to Israeli Army trained 
Shunit who invited me “and your lovely wife” last evening to her Purim party 
tomorrow. 
 
MDGevisser has this moment made her presence known at the very moment 
a dolphin surfaced. 
 
I just checked my inbox and saw that Tefo had emailed me last evening. 
 
Continuing … 
 
http://www.nextraterrestrial.com/pdf/Microsoft%20Word%20-
%20PRESIDENT-ENJOY-LIFE.pdf 
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-----Original Message----- 
From: Alida.Smith@FT.com [mailto:Alida.Smith@FT.com] On Behalf Of 
editorial.assistantnewsroom@ft.com 
Sent: Friday, March 28, 2008 4:32 AM 
To: gevisser@sbcglobal.net 
Subject: RE: Quentin Peel/LONDON/FINANCIAL TIMES is out of the office. 
 
 
 
 
 
No I'm afraid not... can you please resend? 
Best, 
Alida 
________________________________________ 
 
Alida Smith 
Senior Editorial Assistant 
Financial Times 
Number One Southwark Bridge 
London 
SE1 9HL 
 
Tel: +44 (0)20 7873 4752 
Fax: +44 (0)20 7873 3923 
 
 
 
|---------+----------------------------> 



|         |           "Gary S Gevisser"| 
|         |           <gevisser@sbcglob| 
|         |           al.net>          | 
|         |                            | 
|         |           27/03/2008 23:26 | 
|---------+----------------------------> 
  >------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------| 
  |<                     
                                                                                 
                       | 
  |       To:       
<EAN@ft.com><                                                                    
                            | 
  |       cc:      
                                                                                 
                             | 
  |       Subject:  RE: Quentin Peel/LONDON/FINANCIAL TIMES is out of the 
office.                                                | 
  >------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------| 
 
 
 
 
Did you receive the last email I sent? 
 
-----Original Message----- 
From: Quentin.Peel@FT.com [mailto:Quentin.Peel@FT.com] 
Sent: Thursday, March 27, 2008 2:16 PM 
To: gevisser@sbcglobal.net 
Subject: Quentin Peel/LONDON/FINANCIAL TIMES is out of the office. 
 
 
 
 
 
I will be out of the office starting  19/03/2008 and will not return until 
01/04/2008. 
 
please send urgent e-mails to quentin.peel@gmail.com or contact the 
editorial assistants on EAN@ft.com. 
*********************************************************************************
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